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We present a machine learning approach to discover the agentdynamics that drives the evolution of the
social groups in a community. We set up the problem by introducing an agent-based hidden Markov
model for the agent dynamics: the acts of an agent are determined bymicro-laws.Nonetheless, We learn
the agent dynamics from the observed communications without knowing state transitions. Our approach
is to identify the appropriatemicro-lawswhich corresponds to identifying the appropriate parameters
in the model. The model identification problem is then formulated as a mixed optimization problem.
To solve the problem, we develop a multistage learning process for determining the group structure,
the group evolution, and themicro-lawsof a community based on the observed set of communications
between actors, without knowing the semantic contents. Finally, We present the results of extensive
experiments on synthetic data as well as some results on realcommunities,e.g., Enron email and Movie
newsgroups. Insight into agent dynamics helps us understand the driving forces behind social evolution.

1. Introduction

The social evolution of a community can be captured
by the dynamics of its social groups. A social group

is a collection of agents, oractorsa who share some
common context30. The dynamics of the social groups
are governed by the actor dynamics – actors join new

aAn actor generically refers to an individual entity in the society.
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groups, leave groups, and do nothing. An actor’s actions
are governed bymicro-laws17 which may be: personal
attributes (e.g., some people like to go out with a bunch
of people, but some would prefer one to one), the actions
of other actors (e.g., the actor may join a group because
his/her friend is a member of that group), and the influ-
ence of the community (e.g., some people take an ac-
tion from the expectation of the community, but some
are not). Sometimes, the same actors, but within dif-
ferent communities, perform different behaviors or are
governed by differentmicro-laws. In summary, any rea-
sonable model for an agent based evolving community
must necessarily involve complex interactions between
actors’ attributes and the social group structure itself.

What makes one community different from an-
other? Consider the community of college students ver-
sus the community of bloggers. The same sorts of peo-
ple form a large fraction of both of these communities
(young adults between the ages of 16-24), yet the group
structure in both of these communities is quite different.
For example, an actor typically belongs to one college,
but may belong to many blog-communities. It is intu-
itively clear why such significant differences exist be-
tween these two communities. For example the process
of gaining admission into a social group is considerably
harder and more selective for the college community
than a typical online community. Themicro-laws(e.g.,
actors’ group size preferences) which govern actors’ dy-
namics are different in these two cases, and hence the
resulting communities look quite distinct.

Each day, individuals from all over the world re-
ceive and respond to the information from other indi-
viduals of the society. In the past decades, high tech
has been integrated aggressively into our daily life. The
rapid exchanges of communication between individuals
have gone from surfing online for information to pro-
viding information, building individual Space / Blog as
well as getting connected through various instant mes-
saging communities. It is apparent that online commu-
nities have become one of the influential medium to the
journey of social evolution. Yet, regardless of the im-
pact of the online communities; the role of social value
continue to play an imperative factor on the dynamics
of the online communities as it has been for the offline
communities rapid growth, sudden emergence or hastily
dissipated due to changes of demands, needs, and values
of the existing society. Therefore, it is essential to ac-
quire ranges of more comprehensive and objective so-
cial factors that might have propelled the evolution of
the society.

Recently, the explosion of online communities pro-

vides an ideal pasture on which to groom and test so-
cial science theories, in particular the most natural ques-
tion is:what are the micro-laws which govern a particu-
lar society? It is an interesting hunt as how themicro-
laws govern the actors behaviors and make a society
ticks. Furthermore, an efficient approach to answering
this question for a given community yields a powerful
tool for a sociologist, that can be used for discovering
the dominant factors that determine how a community
evolves.

There are a number of challenges, the first and
foremost being the complex nature of the micro-laws
needed to represent even a very simple society – ac-
tors may have discrete attributes together with contin-
uous parameters, which inevitably leads to a mixed op-
timization problem, and each actor has his/her own at-
tributes, which also interact with others’ attributes, suf-
fering from combinatorial and dimensionality curses.
Another challenge is that the data upon which to an-
swer the question is not available – typically social
groups (especially online groups) do not announce their
membership and one has to infer groups from observ-
able macro-quantities such as communication statistics.
Given the recent explosion in online communities, it is
now recognized that understanding how communities
evolve is a task of rising importance. We take a machine
learning approach to these challenges.

Our Contributions.We present a machine learn-
ing methodology (models, algorithms, and experimen-
tal data) for determining the appropriate micro-laws
of a community (appropriate parameters in the model)
based on either the observed social group evolution, or
observed set of communications between actors with-
out knowing semantic contexts. Our approach uses an
agent-based hidden Markov model (HMM) of social
systems for the agent dynamics, which includes a pa-
rameterized probabilistic micro-law based model of so-
cial group evolution and a communication model. A
complete description of the model together with its jus-
tification through social capital theories23, 25 is beyond
the scope of this presentation, the detail of which can be
found in Ref. 6. We have developed a multistage learn-
ing process to learn the group structure, the group evolu-
tion, and the appropriatemicro-lowsin the agent-based
hidden Markov model. The multistage learning process
is a modular design; therefore, we can develop, run, test,
and improve each module independently. The benefit of
multistage learning process is as follows:

(1) Each module is a checkpoint. We can test the ac-
curacy and check the performance of algorithm for
each module, and it is also easier to improve the ac-
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curacy and the performance of the learning process
in each individual module.

(2) Each module have different outputs, and we can ex-
tra different kinds of information from each module.

(3) Reduce the impact from the data noise in the learn-
ing process. If we use only one stage learning pro-
cess, then the impact of data noise is very large, and
it is difficult to control and improve the learning pro-
cess. On the other hand, in the multistage learning
process, each module only extra certain part of in-
formation from the data set, so it is easier to reduce
the impact of data noise in the learning process.

(4) The data sets are normally very huge due to the time
steps and the number of communications, actors and
groups. Modular design is easier to cooperate with
distributed and parallel computing techniques to in-
crease the efficiency of performance.

We identify the appropriatemicro-laws by solving a
mixed optimization problem. And to avoid the result-
ing combinatorial explosion, we appropriately approx-
imate and optimize the objective within a coordinate-
wise learning setting. To test the quality of our approx-
imations and the feasibility of the approach, we present
the results of extensive experiments on synthetic data
as well as some results on real data (Enron email and
Movie newsgroups).

Related Work.There is significant literature on
modeling and analysis of social networks, Ref. 2, 10,
12, 13, 18, 20, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 30. Most of this
work focuses on modeling of evolving social networks.
In Ref. 26 the authors address model fitting in a very
limited setting using very simple models. Our work ad-
dresses the problem using a much more general setting.
While we present our methodology in the context of
a specific model, it can be appropriately extended to
any parameterized model. In addition, due to the grow-
ing popularity and interests of social network analysis
(SNA), especially of the booming exposure of online
communities, researchers have started to use different
methods to help them collect and study the structure of
the social network as well as analyze the ranges / fac-
tors of social dynamics, Ref. 1, 7, 8, 19. In Ref. 1, the
authors use decision-tree approach to determine some
properties of the social network. The decision-tree ap-
proach is a deterministic process. This is different from
our approach in using the stochastic process to deter-
mine actors’ behaviors. The reason is that in the social
network, even under the same environment, actors do

not necessary possess or reflect the same behaviors.
Paper Organization.Next, we give an overview of

the agent-based hidden Markov model in Sec. 2. Then,
we present our multistage learning process to learning
the group structure and evolution from the observed
communications and also learning the appropriate pa-
rameters of the model in Sec. 3. We discuss what we are
going to predict in Sec. 4. Then, we give experimental
results on synthetic data as well as real data in Sec. 5
and conclude in Sec. 6.

2. Overview of Agent-Based Hidden
Markov Model

We give a brief overview of the agent-based hidden
Markov Model, which includes the probabilistic evolv-
ing social group modelViSAGEb, (Virtual Simulation
and Analysis of Group Evolution), and the probabilistic
communication model. The foundation ofViSAGE is
a Markov process, and Fig. 1 shows the general frame-
work for the step by step evolution in the model.

Choice

Actors’ ActionsActors and Groups
State: Properties of Decision toState

State

Normative
Action

Actors
Feedback to Process of

Actors’ ActionReal Action

StateState
update

Actor

Fig. 1. Framework for the step by step evolution in the socialgroup
model.

There are actors, groups, thestateof the society which
is defined by properties of the actors and groups. There
are three kinds of actions –join a group, leave a group,
anddo nothing. Based on the currentstateof the society,
each actor decides which action she most likely wants
to execute, which is known as theNormative Action.
Nonetheless, under the influence of the present com-
munities, actors’ actions could be affected. After be-
ing influenced, each actor eventually performs theReal
Action. Depending on the feedbacks from actors’Nor-
mative ActionandReal Action, properties of actors and
groups are updated accordingly. We also develop a prob-
abilistic communication model to simulate communica-
tion networks based on thestateof the society. In the

bViSAGE is derived from Ref. 27, and the details ofViSAGE can be found in Ref. 6.
cA communication edge indicate a communication link betweentwo actors.
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communication model, we only consider about the com-
munication edgesc between actors without the seman-
tics of the communications. CombiningViSAGE with
the communication model, the whole process represents
a hidden Markov model (HMM). In the real world, it
is easy to observe the communication networks, but the
statesof the society are difficult to be determined and
are hidden behind the communication networks.

2.1. State of the society

In ViSAGE, many parameters govern how actors decide
whether to join or leave a group, or do nothing, and also
which group the actor desires to join or leave;i.e., pa-
rameters such as the group memberships, how long each
actor has been in a group, the ranks of the actors and the
amount of resources available to an actor (in excess of
what is currently being used to maintain the actor’s cur-
rent group memberships). Thus, thestateof the society
at timet can be defined as

St = {typei, r
t
i , R

t
i, {G

t
l}i∈Gt

l
}Ni=1, (1)

whereN indicates the number of actors,typei is a vec-
tor and shows actori’s types,rt

i is a vector and indicates
actori’s ranks in each group at timet,Rt

i is actori’s re-
sources at timet, Gt

l is a social groupl at time t, and
{Gt

l}i∈Gt
l

is a set of groups actori joined at timet. In
the following sections, we briey describe the properties
of actors and groups.

2.1.1. Type

Each actor has a private set of attributes, which we refer
to as itstype. In the model, there are two categories of
actor’s type: simply one,size-typeor stype, controls the
actor’s group size preferences, and the other,ambition-
typeor atype, controls actor’s “ambition” (how quickly
her rank increases in a group). There are 3 subcate-
gories for actor’ssize-type: TypeS prefers small groups,
TypeL prefers large groups, andTypeM prefers the
group size in the middle. And there are also 3 subcat-
egories for actor’sambition-type: TypeA is most am-
bitious,TypeC is least ambitious, andTypeB is in the
middle.

2.1.2. Rank

Each actor has a rank in each group to present the ac-
tor’s position in the group. As actors spend more time
in a group, their position in the group changes. There is
a tendency for more senior members of a group to have
a higher position within the group than junior members.

Also, TypeA have a highest tendency to increase their
position within the group, andTypeC lowest. The nota-
tion rt

(i,l) is for actori’s rank in groupGl at timet, and

rt
i is the set of ranks of actori in all groups at timet.

The definition of rank is as follow:

rt
(i,l) =

timet(i,l)δi
∑

j∈Gt
l
timet(j,l)δj

, (2)

where we use notationGt
l for a social groupl at timet,

timet(i,l) for the amount of time that actori has spent in
groupGl at timet, andδi indicates how quickly actori’s
rank increases in a group for each time step.δi is a func-
tion of actori’s ambition-type– TypeA has the biggest
value ofδi, TypeC has the smallest value, andTypeB
has the value in the middle. In addition, when an actor
leaves a group, her rank in that group will gradually de-
crease.

2.1.3. Qualification

Each actor has a qualification (qt
i) to represent an actor’s

prestige. It is determined as the average rank of the actor
among the groups in which the actor has been a mem-
ber, and the rank is weighted to give a stronger weight to
ranks from larger groups. The qualification of an actor
is used for an actor to determine which group she more
likely join or leave. The definition of qualification is as
follow:

qt
i =

∑

i∈Gt
l
rt
(i,l)|G

t
l |

∑

i∈Gt
l
|Gt

l |
, (3)

where we use|Gt
l | to denote the size of groupl at time

t, and it means how many actors are in that group.
Similarly, each group has itsqualification (Qt

l)
defined as the average qualification of actors currently
participating in the group. The higher a group’s qualifi-
cation, the more attractive it will appear to other actors
looking for a group to join. The qualification of group
Gt

l is defined by the formula

Qt
l =

∑

i∈Gt
l

qt
ir

t
(i,l). (4)

2.1.4. Resources

Each actor has certain amount of available resources
(Rt

i) at each time step. The available resources are used
to maintain a membership in a group. We also define the
excess resources (eti) as

eti = Rt
i − φiL

i
br − ψiL

i
bo, (5)

where φiL
i
br and ψiL

i
bo indicate Bridging Cost5 and

Bonding Cost5, respectively – how many resources an
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actor needs to maintain a membership in a group.Bridg-
ing Costis related to the number of groups the actor is
in –

Li
br = |G : i ∈ G|, (6)

andBonding Costis related to the actors’ ranks –

Li
bo =

∑

Gl:i∈Gl

rt
(i,l). (7)

φi andψi are weight parameters and are functions ofRt
i.

The excess resources influence what kind of action an
actor will perform at next time step, described in§2.2.1.

2.2. State transitions

At each time step, every actor needs to decide on leaving
one group, joining one group, or remaining in the same
groups. And then based on actors’ actions, thestateof
the society transfer to next state.

2.2.1. Actor’s Normative actions

In the first step, each actor needs to decide herNorma-
tive Action, the action she most likely wants to act. The
decision depends on an actor’s excess resources (eti). If
eti is positive, the actor will tend to use the excess re-
sources in joining another group, ifeti is negative, the
actor will tend to leave a group in order to lessen the cost
needed, and ifeti is near zero, the actor may decide to
remain in all the same groups for the current time step.
Based on the amount of excess resources, we can de-
termine the probabilities for actori to join, leave, or do
nothing, and we use the notationsP+1(e

t
i), P0(e

t
i), and

P−1(e
t
i) to denote the probabilities, respectively; where

+1
∑

k=−1

Pk(e
t
i) = 1. (8)

The definition of theNormative action is

Actnormative = argmax
action

(

Paction(eti)
)

, (9)

wherePaction ∈ {P+1, P0, P−1}.

2.2.2. Actors’ Real actions

Ideally, the actor would always choose to perform the
Normative action, since this creates a state of stabil-
ity. However, we assume that the actors sometimes make
non-rational decisions, regardless of the amount of ex-
cess resources they have. An actor chooses an action she
is going to perform based on a stochastic process as fol-
low:

Actchoice = random (P+1, P0, P−1) , (10)

whererandom (P+1, P0, P−1) means randomly choose
an action based on the probabilities of actions,P+1(e

t
i),

P0(e
t
i), andP−1(e

t
i).

After an actor has chosen which action she would
like to perform, she needs to decide which group to “ap-
ply” (want to join) or leave. An actor selects one group
she would like to leave from the groups she has joined.
And for joining a group, an actor learns from herneigh-
bors to know which groups out there she is able to join;
called join byreference.

Definition 1 (Join by reference). Let ai and aj denote
actor i and actorj, and the set of groups actori knows
and would like to join at timet is {Gt

k}, then
{

Gt
k|∀j, ai, aj ∈ G

t
l , aj ∈ G

t
k, ai /∈ G

t
k

}

. (11)

Then, we need to determine the probability of each
candidate group to join or leave. Each actor has a size
preference; therefore, the actor takes into account the
size and the qualification of the group during decision
making. The size preference is defined by a function of
actor’ssize-typeand the group’s size as follow:

SizeAff t
(i,l) = Function

(

size-typei, |G
t
l |
)

, (12)

which indicates the size preference for actori to group
l at timet. Then the probability of which group the ac-
tor decides to join or leave depends on the qualification
of the group and the actor’s ranks, size preference and
qualification. The probabilities actori would like to se-
lect groupl to join or leave at timet are defined as fol-
lows:

PJoint
(i,l) = Function

(

SizeAff t
(i,l), q

t
i , Q

t
l

)

, (13)

PLeavet(i,l) = Function
(

rt
i , SizeAff

t
(i,l)

)

, (14)

wherert
i denotes the set of ranks of actori in all her

groups at timet. Then, if actori chooses groupl to
join, the group can accept or reject the actor’s applica-
tion based a stochastic process, which is related to the
group’s qualification and the actor’s qualification. The
probability of groupl rejecting actori at time t is de-
fined as follow:

PRejectt(i,l) = Function
(

qt
i , Q

t
l

)

. (15)

Then, after actori would like to join groupl, the proba-
bility actor i really joins groupl is

PRJoint
(i,l) = PJoint

(i,l) ×
(

1− PRejectt(i,l)

)

.

(16)
After all the above stochastic processes, the action the
actor performs is calledReal action.
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Lemma 2 (The probabilities of Real action). Let
P̃+1(e

t
i), P̃−1(e

t
i), and P̃0(e

t
i) indicate the probabili-

ties of actori’s Real actionat time t to join a group,
leave a group, or do nothing, respectively. Then,

P̃+1(e
t
i) = P+1(e

t
i)×

(

1−
∑

l

PJoint
(i,l) × PReject

t
(i,l)

)

.(17)

P̃−1(e
t
i) =

{

0 , if actor i is in no group.
P−1(e

t
i) , otherwise.

(18)

P̃0(e
t
i) = 1− P̃+1(e

t
i)− P̃−1(e

t
i). (19)

2.2.3. State update

The final step of the process at each time step is to
update the properties of actors and groups including
Rank, Qualification, andResources. To updateRankand
Qualificationof actors and groups is based on Eq. (2),
(3), and (4). The change of available resources is re-
lated to an actor’sNormative action, real action, and
the society reward/penalty parametersθreward. The re-
ward/penalty parametersθreward are used in the Agency
and Structure table (see Table 1 whereθreward =
{ωα|α = 1, 2, · · · , 9}) to determine how to update an
actor’s resources, and it is summarized heuristically by

∆Rt
i = f∆R

(

action,Rt
i, θaction, θreward

)

, (20)

whereθaction indicates some parameters related to ac-
tors’ actions, andf∆R indicates the formulas of updat-
ing resources as follow:

f∆R = PenaltyW (action, θaction, θreward)×

Penalty(Rt
i) +

RewardW (action, θaction, θreward)×

Reward(Rt
i). (21)

Table 1. The Agency and Structure Table

“Structure”Actnormative

join stay leave

“Agency” join ω1 ω4 ω7

Actreal stay ω2 ω5 ω8

leave ω3 ω6 ω9

The model uses whichωα in f∆R, Eq. (21) according to
an actor’sNormative action and real action. Then the
available resources at next time step is

Rt+1
i = Rt

i + ∆Rt
i. (22)

2.3. Communications

We also developed a probabilistic communication
model to simulate social networks and to produce the
communication edges between actors. The communica-
tion model is based on thestateof the society without
considering the semantics of the messages. The basic
idea is that the more joined groups two actors have in
common, the higher probability these two actors should
communicate with each other; however, if two actors
have no any joined group in common, they still have
a chance to communicate with each other. A more gen-
eral model also consider actors’ friends; if two actors
are not in a same group but they have a common friend
(2nd level friendship), then there is another probability
for this kind of communication. We can also consider
how many levels of the friendship,e.g., friend’s friends
in common (3rd level friendship), or friend’s friends’
friends in common (4th level friendship), etc.

Definition 3 (nth level friendship). Consider that the
group structure is a unweighed graph,Gg = (A, Eg),
whereA is a set of nodes (actors), andEg is a set of
edges – an edge between two actorsai andaj , denoted
as εg(i, j), indicates thatai and aj are in the same
group. Two actorsai andaj have anth level friendship
if and only if there exists a path betweenai andaj, and
the number of edges (length) of that path isn.

FromDefinition 3, we knowai andaj can have dif-
ferent levels and different numbers of friendship. And
based on our communication model, each friendship
creates a chance that there is a communication between
ai andaj . Therefore, we can compute the the probabili-
ties of the communication between any pair of actors.

Lemma 4 (The probability of communication). Let
Pl denotes the probability of communications in alth
level friendship;P0 refers to the probability of commu-
nications between two actors who have no any friend-
ship.Fl(i, j) shows the number oflth level friendship
betweenai andaj , Pe(i, j) indicates the probability of
communication betweenai and aj, and P̄e(i, j) is the
probability of no communication betweenai andaj ;

Pe(i, j) + P̄e(i, j) = 1. (23)

Assume the maximum level of friendship isL. Then, the
probability of communication betweenai andaj

Pe(i, j) =







P0 , if ai, aj have no friendship.

1−
∏L

l=1(1 − Pl)
Fl(i,j), otherwise.

(24)

Let |A| be the number of actors, and|A| = N .
The algorithm to compute the number of each level
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[1st, · · · , Lth] of friendship and the probabilities of
communication between any pair of actors (Pe(i, j)) is
shown inAlgorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 : Compute the number of friendship
and the probabilities of communications

Input : Gg = (A, Eg), where|A| = N
Output : Fl(i, j) andPe(i, j) for all l, i, andj

function Friendship(l,i,k,Ẽg){1

if l > L then return2

for j=1 to N do3

if j 6= i, j 6= k andεg(j, k) ∈ Ẽg then4

Fl(i, j) ←− Fl(i, j) + 15

P̄e(i, j)←− P̄e(i, j) × (1− Pl)6

Friendship(l+1,i,j, Ẽg − εg(j, k))7

endif8

endfor9

}endfunc10

forall i andj do11

P̄e(i, j)←− 112

forall l do13

Fl(i, j) ←− 014

endfall15

endfall16

for i=1 to N do17

Friendship(1,i,i,Eg)18

endfor19

forall i andj do20

if P̄e(i, j) = 1 thenPe(i, j) = P021

elsePe(i, j)←− 1− P̄e(i, j)22

endfall23

return Fl(i, j) andPe(i, j)24

The algorithm uses depth-first search (DFS)14 to
find the friendship between actors and the probabili-
ties to communicate. Line 1 to 10 present a function to
find the number oflth level friendship and compute the
P̄e(i, j). In a path, each edge inEg can’t be repeated.
The argumentẼg is a set of edges which have not ap-
peared in the path fromai to ak, andẼg ⊆ Eg. Line 7
calls the function itself and goes to next level of friend-
ship. Line 11 to 16 do the initialization, and line 17
to 19 find the friendship related to actori. Line 20 to
23 computePe(i, j), and line 24 returns the number of
friendship in each level (Fl(i, j)) and the probabilities of
communications betweenai andaj (Pe(i, j)). We know
the functionFriendship(), line 1 to 10, called itselfL
times, and the time complexity for each time isO(N).
So, the time complexity for the functionFriendship()
isO(NL). In the main loop, line 17 to 19, calls the func-
tion Friendship() N times, so the time complexity of

Algorithm 1isO(NL+1).
Based on those probabilities of communication

(Pe(i, j)), we create communication edges between ac-
tors. TheAlgorithm 2shows the communication model
creating communication edges, whereGc is a commu-
nication graph,Ec is a set of communication edges, and
εc(i, j) denotes the communication edge betweenai and
aj .

Algorithm 2 : The communication model

Input : actorsA andPe(i, j), where|A| = N
Output : Gc = (A, Ec)

Ec ←− ∅1

for i=1 to N do2

for j=i+1 to N do3

if Based on the probabilityPe(i, j) and4

decide there is an edge betweenai andaj

then
Ec ←− Ec ∪ εc(i, j)5

endif6

endfor7

endfor8

return Gc = (A, Ec)9

The time complexity ofAlgorithm 2 is O(N2) because
there are twofor loop between line 2 and 8. Combine
Algorithm 1andAlgorithm 2, the time complexity of the
whole communication model isO(NL+1 +N2).

2.4. Example of ViSAGE

Figure 2 gives an illustration of an evolving community
from time t to t + 1. We use this example to describe
the essential process ofViSAGE, which easily extends
to an arbitrary number of actors and groups. In this ex-
ample (Fig. 2), there are five actors,a1, a2, a3, a4 and
a5, and three social groupsG1,G2 andG3 at timet and
t+1; we useGt

l for social groupl at timet. Focus on ac-
tor a1 at timet. Some of the properties of actora1 have
been indicated:type1, rt

1, andRt
1. As indicated,rt

(1,1)

depends onambition-type1 through how long the actor
a1 has been in the groupG1, andrt

(1,1) also depends on
the ranks of the other actors,a2 anda4, in the group,
through the fact that the sum of all ranks of actors in a
group is 1,

∑

i∈Gt
l

rt
(i,l) = 1. (25)

Thus rt
(1,1) indirectly depends onambition-type2 and

ambition-type4 . Based on her properties,a1 decides to
join a new group through the stochastic process denoted
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by Action() in Fig. 2, which depends on a set of pa-
rametersθaction; two other possible actions are to leave
a group or to do nothing.

f∆R

`

JOIN, Rt
1, θaction, θreward

´

Action
`

r
t
1, et

1, θaction

´

a1
“

stype1, rt
(1,1)(atype1, rt

(2,1), rt
(4,1)), Rt

1

”

a2

a3

a4a5

Gt
1

Gt
2

Gt
3

EnterGroup (Q,a2, a4, θgroup),

whereQ =
˘

Qt
2, Qt

3, |Gt
2|, |G

t
3|, {r

t
2, r

t
3}, {r

t
4, r

t
5}, r

t
1, type1

¯

a1
a2

a3

a4a5
Gt+1

1

Gt+1
2

Gt+1
3

t

t+ 1

T ime

Fig. 2. An example of the probabilistic social group evolution
model

Having decided to join a group,a1 must now de-
cide which specific group to join. This is accomplished
by a stochastic hand-shaking process in whicha1 de-
cides which group to “apply” to,G2 in this case, and
G2 decides whether or not to accepta1 into the group.
This process is indicated byGroup() in Fig. 2 and is
governed by her own set of parametersθgroup, together
with the properties of some of the other actors (a2, a4

in this case) and the group structure. Actora1 learns
about which other groups are out there to join through

her neighborsa2, a4 – i.e., the groups they belong to,
and thus only applies to other groups byreference; the
potential joining groups areG2 andG3 in this case. Ac-
tor a1 then decides which group to apply to based on
herqualification, as measured by her average rank in all
her groups, and the qualification thresholds and sizes of
the groups. A group also decides whether to accepta1

based on similar properties. In the example,a1 applied
toG2 and in this particular case was accepted.

The resources ofa1 now get updated by some re-
ward, through a stochastic process denoted byf∆R()
in Fig. 2, which additionally depends on the actual ac-
tion, available resources, and some parametersθreward.
This process is analogous to society encouragement or
penalty for doing expected versus unexpected things.
After all actors go through a similar process in batch
mode and independently of each other, the entire state
of the society is updated in a feedback loop as indicated
in Fig. 1 to obtain the state at timet+ 1.

3. Learning Process

The common learning algorithms for solving the prob-
lems in a hidden Markov model are likeforward-
backard algorithm4, Viterbi algorithm29 , and Baum-
Welch algorithm3. The time complexities of these three
algorithms are the same,O(TM2), whereT is the total
time steps, andM is the number of states.

Theorem 5 (The number ofstate in ViSAGE). In
ViSAGE, if there areN actors and maximumK groups
in a society, then, in each time step, the number of pos-
sible state isΩ

(

2NK
)

.

Proof. From Eq. (1), we know eachstate includes
all actors’ types, ranks, available resources, and which

groups they are in. Consider the term
{

{Gt
l}i∈Gt

l

}N

i=1
in Eq. (1). We know there are maximumK groups, and
each actor has two possible condition in each group, in
or not in the group. Then, there are2K possible group
structure for each actor. There are totalN actors, so the
number of possible group structure is

(

2K
)N

=
(

2NK
)

.
Without consider other factors in thestate, the num-
ber of the possiblestateis already

(

2NK
)

. So, we can
claim that the number of possiblestate is Ω

(

2NK
)

in ViSAGE.

If we have a data set forT time steps, the complex-
ities of using the above algorithms areΩ(T × 22NK),
which is exponential computation time and is very time
consuming. Therefore, we have developed a multistage
learning process to learn the group structures, the group
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evolution, and the appropriate parameters in the model
in a more efficient way. In our multistage learning pro-
cess, we divide the whole learning process into three
stages. In the first stage, we find the group structures at
each time step based on the communication networks.
Then, in the second stage, we discover the group evolu-
tion using the data of group structures. In the last stage,
we learn from the group evolution to identify the appro-
priate parameters (micro-laws) in ViSAGE.

3.1. Learning from communications

The challenge with real data is that the groups structure
and their evolution are not known, especially in online
communities. Instead, one observes the communication
dynamics. Fig. 3 illustrates an example of data set with
only communication dynamics. However, the commu-
nication dynamics are indicative of the group dynam-
ics, since a pair of actors who are in many groups to-
gether are likely to communicate often. One could place
one more probabilistic layer on the model linking the
group structure to the communications, however, the
state space for this hidden Markov model would be pro-
hibitive. We thus opt for a simpler approach. The first
stage in learning is to use the communication dynamics
to construct the set of groups. Fig. 4 shows an example
of data set with group structures.

In our communication model (see§2.3), leti, j re-
fer to actors, and we knowPe(i, j) is the probability
that two actorsai andaj would like to communicate.
Let xij be a boolean value presenting the communica-
tion betweenai andaj. Then the problem can be define
as maximizing

Prob =
∏

i,j

Pe(i, j)
xij (1− Pe(i, j))

(1−xij ), (26)

wherePe(i, j), Eq. (24), is

Pe(i, j) =







P0 , if ai, aj have no friendship.

1−
∏L

l=1(1− Pl)
Fl(i,j), otherwise.

(27)

To solve this problem, we need to find appropriate
Pe(i, j) to maximize Eq. (26) wherexij for all i andj
are known from communication data. SolvingPe(i, j)
means that we need to find the optimal solution for
P0, Pl, andFl(i, j), wherel = 1, · · · , L. Imagine that
communications between the actors are aggregated over
some time periodτ to obtain a weighted communica-
tion graphGc(τ). The actorsA is a set of nodes inGc(τ)
and the edge weightwij between two actors is the com-
munication intensity (number of communications) be-
tweenai andaj. In unweighed graph, allwij ’s are the

same. The sub-task we would like to solve is to infer the
group structure from the communication graphGc(τ).
Any reasonable formulation of this problem is NP-hard,
and it only solve the value ofFl(i, j). So, we need some
efficient heuristic for finding the appropriate solution for
Eq. (26).

In our approach, we have developed two-step
method to find and verify the approximate solution.
In the first step, we find the clusters in a graph
that correspond to the social groups. In particular, the
clusters should be allowed to overlap, as is natural
for social groups. This excludes most of the tradi-
tional clustering algorithms, which partition the graph.
We use the algorithms developed by Baumes et al.,
Ref. 7, which efficiently find overlapping communities
in a communication graph. We consider time periods
τ1, τ2, . . . , τT+1 and the corresponding communication
graphsGc(τ1),Gc(τ2), . . . ,Gc(τT+1). The time periods
need not be disjoint, and in fact that we have used the
overlapping time periods to cluster the communication
data into group, since there is considerable noise in
the communications – aggregation, together with ove-
lap smoothens the time series of communication graphs.
This is a way of obtaining more stable and more reli-
able group structure estimates for learning on real data.
Given a single graphGc(τt), the algorithms in Ref. 7
output a set of overlapping clusters,Dt (a set of groups
at time stept).

After knowing the group structure (Dt), we can find
xij andFl(i, j) for all l, i, andj. In the second step, we
can solve theP0 andPl to maximize Eq. (26). In this
way, we can verify how good the overlapping algorithm
works with the communication model. Instead of maxi-
mizing Eq. (26), we maximize the logarithm of Eq. (26)

log Prob =
∑

i,j

(xij log Pe(i, j)

+(1− xij) log(1− Pe(i, j))) . (28)

In the Eq (27), we know there are two cases about
Pe(i, j). Let i = j indicate that there is a friendship
between actori and actorj; contrarily, i 6= j indicates
no friendship between them. Let

Υij = xij log Pe(i, j) + (1− xij) log(1− Pe(i, j)).
(29)

Then

logProb =
∑

i6=j

Υij +
∑

i=j

Υij. (30)

P0 is independent ofPl’s, so we can work on them sep-
arately.
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Fig. 3. An example of data set with only communication dynamics

1 t T
T ime

Fig. 4. An example of data set with group structures

Without friendship. We need work on the first term in
Eq. (30), andPe(i, j) = P0. Then
∑

i6=j

Υij =
∑

i6=j

(xij logP0 + (1− xij) log(1− P0)) .

(31)
We knowxij is a boolean value which indicates if there
is a communication between actori and actorj. LetNe

be the number of pair of actors who have a communica-
tion without friendship, andNn be the number of pair of
actors without a communication and friendship. Then
∑

i6=j

Υij = Ne × logP0 +Nn × log(1− P0). (32)

We take a derivative of Eq. (32) with respect toP0 to
find the solution maximizing Eq. (32),

d
∑

i6=j Υij

dP0
= Ne ×

1

P0
−Nn ×

1

1− P0
. (33)

Let Eq (33) = 0, and we get

P0 =
Ne

Ne +Nn
. (34)

With friendship. The second term in Eq. (30) is related

to Pl’s. From Eq. (27), we know
∑

i=j

Υij =
∑

i=j

(xij logPe(i, j)

+(1− xij) log(1− Pe(i, j))), (35)

where

Pe(i, j) = 1−
L
∏

l=1

(1− Pl)
Fl(i,j).

Let P̄l = 1− Pl, then

Pe(i, j) = 1−
L
∏

l=1

P̄
Fl(i,j)
l . (36)

Take a derivative on Eq. (35) with respect toP̄k to find
the optimal solution to maximize Eq. (35). Then,

∂
∑

i=j Υij

∂P̄k

=
∑

i=j





xij∂ log
(

1−
∏L

l=1 P̄
Fl(i,j)
l

)

∂P̄k

+
(1− xij)∂ log

∏L
l=1 P̄

Fl(i,j)
l

∂P̄k

)

,(37)
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where

∂ log
(

1−
∏L

l=1 P̄
Fl(i,j)
l

)

∂P̄k

=
−
∏

l 6=k P̄
Fl(i,j)
l

1−
∏L

l=1 P̄
Fl(i,j)
l

× Fk(i, j)P̄
Fk(i,j)−1
k , (38)

and

∂ log
∏L

l=1 P̄
Fl(i,j)
l

∂P̄k

=
Fk(i, j)

P̄
Fk(i,j)
k

. (39)

The optimal solution is when Eq. (37) = 0, and we know
the reasonable range of̄Pk is [0.0, 1.0]. Therefore, the
easy way to find optimal̄Pk is using binary search.

3.2. Learning from group structure

From the previous stage, we have a set of group struc-
turesDt, t = 1, · · · , T , like Fig. 4. However, in order
to use the learning method in next stage, one needs to
construct the paths of each actor. This means we need
the correspondence between groups of time stept and
t + 1, in order to determine actors’ actions. Formally,
we need a matching between the groups inDt andDt+1

for t = 1, . . . , T − 1, (see Fig. 5): for each group in
Dt, we must identify the corresponding group inDt+1

to which it evolved. If there are more groups inDt+1,
then some new groups arose. If there are fewer groups
in Dt+1, then some of the existing groups disappeared.
We define the finding matchings problem as follow:

Definition 6 (Finding matchings). Let X =
{X1, . . . ,Xn} and Y = {Y1, . . . , Yn} be two collec-
tions of sets, and we allow some of the sets inX or Y to
be empty. We use the symmetric set difference

d(x, y) = 1−
|x ∩ y|

|x ∪ y|
(40)

as a measure of error between two sets. Then, we con-
sider the complete bipartite graph on(X ,Y) and would
like to construct a matching of minimum total weight,
where the weight on the edge(Xi, Yj) is d(Xi, Yj).

This problem can be solved in cubic time us-
ing max-flow techniques15 . However, for our pur-
poses, this is too slow, so we use a simple greedy
heuristic. First find the best match, i.e. the pair
(i∗, j∗) which minimizes d(Xi, Yj) over all pairs
(i, j). This pair is removed from the sets and the
process continues. An efficient implementation of
this greedy approach can be done inO(n2 log n),
after d(Xi, Yj) has been computed for each pair

(i, j). The algorithm is shown asAlgorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 : Finding matchings using a greedy
algorithm

Input : X = {X1, . . . ,Xn} and
Y = {Y1, . . . , Yn}

Output : Pairs of matching groups.

S ←− ∅1

M←− ∅2

foreachXi ∈ X do3

foreachYj ∈ Y do4

Computed(Xi, Yj)5

S ←− S ∪ {i, j, d(Xi , Yj)}6

endfch7

endfch8

SortS based ond(Xi, Yj)9

while S 6= ∅ do10

Find pair(i∗, j∗) which minimizesd(Xi, Yj)11

M←−M∪ {i∗, j∗, d(Xi∗ , Yj∗)}12

S ←− S − {k, l, d(Xk , Yl)} wherek = i∗ or13

l = j∗

endw14

return M15

3.3. Learning from group evolution

In this section, we discuss the learning stage about learn-
ing from data sets with group evolution, Fig. 5. We first
introduce some notation. The set of actors isA; we use
i, j, k to refer to actors. The dataD = {Dt}

T+1
t=1 is the

set of social groups at each time step, where eachDt is
a setof groups,Dt = {Gt

l}l,G
t
l ⊆ A; we usel,m, n to

refer to groups. Collect all the parameters which spec-
ify the model asΘM , which includes all the parameters
specific to an actor (e.g.,type) and all the global pa-
rameters in the model (e.g.,θaction, θreward, θgroup). We
would like to maximize the likelihood,

L(ΘM ) = Prob (D|ΘM ) . (41)

We define the path of actori, pT
i = (pi(1), . . . , pi(T )),

as the set of actions it took over the time stepst =
1, . . . , T . The actions at timet, pi(t), constitute decid-
ing to join, leave or stay in groups, as well as which
groups were left or joined. GivenD, we can construct
pT

i for every actori, and conversely, given{pT
i }

|A|
i=1, we

can reconstructD. Therefore, we can alternatively max-
imize

L(ΘM ) = Prob
(

pT
1 , . . . ,p

T
|A|‖ΘM

)

. (42)

It is this form of the likelihood that we manipulate. Typ-
ical ways to break up this combinatorial optimization is
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Fig. 5. An example of data set with group evolution

to iteratively improve the discrete parameters and the
continuous parameters. The main problem we face is
an algorithmic one, namely that typically, the number
of actors,|A| is very large (thousands or tens of thou-
sands), as is the number of time steps,T , (hundreds).
From the viewpoint of actori, we break downΘM into
three types of parameters:

• θi: the parameters specific to actori, e.g., types, ranks,
qualificationandresources.

• θī, the parameters specific to other actors.
• θG, the parameters of the society, global to all the

actors.

The optimization style is iterative in the following sense.
Fixing parameters specific to actors, one can optimize
with respect toθG. Since this is a fixed number of pa-
rameters, this process is algorithmically feasible. We
now consider optimization with respect toθi, fixing
θī, θG. This is the task which is algorithmically non-
trivial, since there areΩ(|A|) such parameters.

In ViSAGE, the actors at each time step take in-
dependent actions. At timet, the state of the society
St, (1), can be summarized by actors’ types, actors’
ranks in each group, actors’ available resources, and the
group structure. GivenSt, each actor acts independently
at timet. Thus, we can write

L(ΘM ) = Prob
(

pT−1
1 , . . . ,pT−1

|A| |ΘM

)

×

|A|
∏

i=1

Prob (pi(T )|ΘM ,ST ) (43)

Continuing in this way, by induction,

L(ΘM ) =
∏

i

∏

t

Prob (pi(t)|ΘM ,St) . (44)

Instead, we maximize the log-likelihoodℓ,

ℓ(ΘM ) =
∑

i

∑

t

log Prob (pi(t)|ΘM ,St) . (45)

Definition 7 (Dependent & Independent Parameters).
Let θ be a particular type of actors parameter –θi is
specific to actori, and θī is specific to other actors.
Also ΘM =

{

θi, θī,ΘM̃

}

. Then,θ is a independent
parameter if and only if∀i

Prob
(

pi(t)|θi, θī,ΘM̃ ,St

)

= Prob
(

pi(t)|θi,ΘM̃ ,St

)

. (46)

Otherwise,θ is a dependent parameter.

In the following sections, we present the basic con-
cept and the detail of algorithms about different types
of parameters inViSAGE, which includes indepen-
dent discrete parameters,e.g., actors’size-type, depen-
dent discrete parameters,e.g., actors’ambition-type, and
continuous parameters,e.g., reward/penalty parameters
θreward.

3.3.1. Learning independent discrete
parameters

The basic ideal is to maximize the log-likelihood
ℓ(ΘM ), Eq. (45). Now consider optimization with re-
spect to a particular actors parametersθi, and then
Eq. (45) becomes

ℓ(θi) =
∑

t

logProb (pi(t)|ΘM ,St) +

∑

ī6=i

∑

t

log Prob (pī(t)|ΘM ,St) . (47)

When the actions of̄i 6= i independent onθi, or in some
cases, the actions ofī 6= i depends onθi only through
St, which is a second order dependence, therefore we
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treat θi as an independent parameter. From the defini-
tion of independent parameter, Eq. (46), then

ℓ(θi) =
∑

t

logProb
(

pi(t)|θi,ΘM̃ ,St

)

+

∑

ī6=i

∑

t

log Prob
(

pī(t)|θī,ΘM̃
,St

)

. (48)

we ignore the second term in optimizing the parameters
specific to actori because only the first term is related
to θi. Then

θ∗i ← argmax
θi

∑

t

log Prob
(

pi(t)|θi,ΘM̃ ,St

)

. (49)

Thus the maximization over a single actor’s parameters
only involves that actor’s path and is a factor of|A|
which is more efficient to compute than if we looked at
all the actor paths. Therefore, the entire learning process
can be summarized by maximizing over each parame-
ter successively, where to maximize over the parameters
specific to an actor, we use only that actor’s path.

We present learning actors’size-type(§2.1.1) to il-
lustrate the process of learning independent discrete pa-
rameters.size-typeis a type of independent parameter
because it only influences an actor its own group size
preference. We have a data set which includes the infor-
mation about group evolution, Fig. 5. The group evolu-
tion gives us the information about actors’ actions (join
a group, leave a group, ordo nothing) and which groups
actors join or leave in each time step. In our model, we
know an actor’ssize-typecontrols which group she most
likely joins or leaves (§2.2.2). Therefore, if we have the
data of the group evolution, we can use the path of which
groups an actor joins or leaves to learn the actor’ssize-
type. Assume that we know all the values of parame-
ters except the actors’size-type, then, based on Eq. (12),
(13), (14), (15), and (16), we compute the probability of
the path for each actor with differentsize-type. Then in
Eq. (49),

Prob
(

pi(t)|θi,ΘM̃ ,St

)

= Probreal, (50)

where

Probreal =







PRJoint
(i,l) , if pi(t) is Join.

PLeavet(i,l) , if pi(t) is Leave.
Skip , if pi(t) is Do nothing.

(51)

When pi(t) is Do nothing, we don’t have any infor-
mation aboutsize-type; therefore, we skip computing
Probreal. So, what is an actor’s bestsize-typeis based
on which actor’ssize-typehave the highest probability
of the path. The learning algorithm is shown inAlgo-
rithm 4.

Algorithm 4 : Maximum log-likelihood learning
algorithm for independent discrete parameters

Input : The set of matching social groups at
each time step,D = {Dt}

T+1
t=1

Output : The best value forθi

foreach actor i do1

foreach possible valuex for θi do2

Probx ←−
∑

t log Prob(pi(t)|θi =3

x,ΘM̃ ,St)
endfch4

θ∗i ←− argmax
x

(Probx)
5

endfch6

return all θ∗i7

Sometimes, we don’t know the probability distribu-
tions of actors’ group size preference used in Eq. (12).
We develop an expectation-maximization16 (EM) algo-
rithm to learn the actors’size-typeand also the proba-
bility distributions of actors’ group size preference. We
know actors with differentsize-typehave different prob-
ability distribution of group size preference, and we also
know the group size preference influence which group
an actor most likely joins or leaves. Based on the group
evolution, we are able to find out which size of groups
an actor joins and leaves, and we can use this informa-
tion for all actors with samesize-typeto determine the
group size preference distribution for thatsize-type.

There are two steps in the EM algorithm,
Expectation step and Maximization step. In the E step,
we learn the distribution of group size preference for
eachsize-type, and then in the M step, we optimize ac-
tors’ size-typebased on what learned from E step to
maximize the probability of all actors’ paths. Which
kind of probability distribution should be used in the
learning process is based on the knowledge or expe-
riences about the data set; however, the general learn-
ing framework is the same. Here, assume the group size
preference for eachsize-typeis a Gaussian distribution,
which is different from our default model, then we need
to determine the means and variances for those Gaussian
distributions. We use standard K-means algorithm21, 9

to cluster actors based on the average size of groups each
actor joined into three clusters (there are three subcate-
gories insize-type). We, then, compute the mean and
the variance of the average group size for each clus-
ter. This is a simple heuristic based on the observa-
tion that TypeS actors join small groups,TypeL ac-
tors large groups, andTypeM actors median groups.
The clustering algorithm is shown inAlgorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 : Cluster Algorithm
Input : The set of social groups at each time

step,D = {Dt}
T+1
t=1

Output : Means and variances of the distribution
of the group size preference

foreach actor i do1

sizei ←− the average size of groups actori2

joined
endfch3

Cluster{sizei}
|A|
i=1 into 3 clusters using the4

standard 3-means algorithm.
foreach clusterc do5

µc ←− E(sizek) wherek ∈ clusterc6

σc ←− V ar(sizek) wherek ∈ clusterc7

endfch8

return all µc andσc9

For different probability distributions of group size pref-
erence, the general learning process inAlgorithm 5 is
the same, except the step 5 to step 8. We need to learn
different properties from step 5 to step 8 for different
probability distributions.

In M step, we use the same algorithm asAlgo-
rithm 4 to optimize the actors’size-typebased on
the means (µc’s) and variances (σc’s) learned inAl-
gorithm 5 as means and variances for those Gaus-
sian distributions of group size preference. AfterAl-
gorithm 4, we are able to obtain a new set of clus-
ters, from which we can calculate the new means and
variances. The whole process is repeated until certain
error threshold to obtain a set of clusters which have
maximum probability for all paths of actors’ actions.
The process of EM algorithm is shown inAlgorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 : EM algorithm for learning actors’
size-type

Input : The set of social groups at each time
step,D = {Dt}

T+1
t=1

Output : The optimized value ofθi

Computeµc’s andσc’s usingAlgorithm 5,1

Cluster algorithm
repeat2

Apply µc’s andσc’s to Algorithm 43

Calculateµc andσc for eachactor typebased4

on newθ∗i
until exceed threshold5

return all θ∗i6

Based onsize-typecontrolling an actor’s group size
preference, some people may think that it is sufficient to
use only clustering algorithm,Algorithm 5, to find the

appropriatesize-type. However, in our model, when an
actor decides to join or leave a group, she do not only
consider the group size preference but also her friend-
ships and qualification and groups’ qualifications. The
reason is that inViSAGE, an actor joins a group by
reference,Definition 1, so, an actor’s friendships influ-
ence which groups she would like to join. In addition,
an actor’s qualification and groups’ qualifications also
influence which group is selected to join or leave, and
if the group rejects the actor’s join. Therefore, the EM
algorithm is a better approach to learnsize-type, and we
show the results in§5.

3.3.2. Learning dependent discrete
parameters

For dependent discrete parameters, the same ideal is to
maximize the log-likelihoodℓ(ΘM ), Eq. (45). However,
for the optimal solution, we need to computeℓ(ΘM )
for all possible values. For instance, letθ be a particu-
lar type of actors parameter,θi is specific to actori. If
there areN actors,ΘN is a set of theθ values for all ac-
tors;ΘN = {θ1, θ2, · · · , θN} andΘM = {ΘN ,ΘN̄}.
If eachθi haveK possible values, then, there areKN

possible combinations forΘN . If the data set haveT
time steps, the time complexity for computing the maxi-
mum ofℓ(ΘM ) isO(TKN ) which is exponential com-
putation time. Therefore, we have developed a more effi-
cient approximation algorithm. We also use expectation-
maximiztion16 (EM) algorithm approach to solve this
problem.

Algorithm 7 shows the EM algorithm for learn-
ing dependent discrete parameters. The functionCom-
puteProb() is to compute theProbx for all possibleθi

for each actor in one iteration under the parametersΘN ,
and then save theθi andProbx into Ei for each actor.
The main routine starts from line 9 which initialize the
Ei as empty set. In the E step, line 10 to 13, we randomly
assign each actor’sθi base on normal distribution to con-
struct ΘN , and callComputeProb() to compute and
saveθi andProbx for each actor. Then, run this routine
H iterations to generate the probability distribution for
θi saved inEi. The line 14 to 17 represent the M step and
also update the probability distribution forθi at same
time. Based on the probability distribution saved inEi,
we construct theΘN and callComputeProb() to com-
pute and saveθi andProbx for each actor and also up-
date the probability distribution,Ei. Line 18 decides the
optimal solution for eachθi based on theEi. The com-
plexity of the functionComputeProb() is O(TKN);
the fist for loop (from line 2) runsN times, the second
for loop (from line 3) runsK times, and the summa-
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tion in line 4 is forT time steps. The functionCom-
puteProb() is called in line 12 and 16 forH times andI
times, respectively, whereI indicate the number of iter-
ations before exceed the threshold. Therefore, the com-
plexity of Algorithm 7isO((H + I)× TKN).

Algorithm 7 : EM algorithm for learning depen-
dent discrete parameters

Input : The set of social groups at each time
step,D = {Dt}

T+1
t=1

Output : The optimized value ofθi

function ComputeProb(){1

foreach actor i do2

foreach possible valuex for θi do3

Probx ←−
∑

t log Prob(pi(t)|θi =4

x,ΘN ,ΘN̄ ,St)
Ei ←− Ei ∪ {x, Probx}5

endfch6

endfch7

}endfunc8

foreach actor i do Ei ←− ∅9

for k=1 to H do10

ΘN ←− randomly assign11

ComputeProb()12

endfor13

repeat14

ΘN ←− assign values based onEi’s15

ComputeProb()16

until exceed threshold17

foreach actor i do θ∗i ←− argmax
Probx

(Ei)
18

return all θ∗i19

3.3.3. Learning continuous parameters

The continuous parameters, regardless dependent or in-
dependent, can be optimized using a gradient based ap-
proach, which involves taking derivatives of the log-
likelihood ℓ(ΘM ), Eq. (45),

ℓ(ΘM ) =
∑

i

∑

t

logProb(pi(t)|ΘM ,St). (52)

Here, we use the optimization with respect to the re-
ward/penalty parametersωα (see§2.2.3) for learning
the Agency and Structure Table to demonstrate learning
continuous parameters,

ℓ(ωα) =
∑

i

∑

t

log Prob(pi(t)|ΘM ,St). (53)

We know the probabilities of actors’ actions are
P+1(e

t
i), P0(e

t
i), andP−1(e

t
i), (see§2.1), then

ℓ(ωα) =
∑

i

∑

t

logPActreal
(eti), (54)

whereActreal ∈ {+1, 0,−1}. Then we take the deriva-
tive of Eq. (54) with respect toωα,

∂ℓ(ωα)

∂ωα
=
∑

i

∑

t

∂log PActreal
(eti)

∂ωα
(55)

=
∑

i

∑

t

∂log PActreal
(eti)

∂eti
×
∂eti
∂ωα

. (56)

From Eq. (5), we know

∂eti
∂ωα

=
∂Rt

i

∂ωα

−
∂φiL

i
br

∂ωα

−
∂ψiL

i
bo

∂ωα

. (57)

We know bothBridging Cost(φiL
i
br) andBonding Cost

(ψiL
i
bo) are functions ofRt

i, andRt
i is a function ofωα.

Apply the chain rule and then

∂eti
∂ωα

=

(

1−
∂φiL

i
br

∂Rt
i

−
∂ψiL

i
bo

∂Rt
i

)

×
∂Rt

i

∂ωα

. (58)

From Eq. (20), (21), and (22), we know

∂Rt
i

∂ωα
=
∂Rt−1

i

∂ωα
+
∂∆Rt−1

i

∂ωα
, (59)

where∆Rt−1
i is a function ofRt−1

i andωα. After doing
the derivatives and making some arrangements, we have

∂Rt
i

∂ωα
= Φt−1 ×

∂Rt−1
i

∂ωα
+ Ψt−1, (60)

where Φt−1 and Ψt−1 are functions ofRt−1
i . When

t = 0, theR0
i is a constant, and then

∂R0
i

∂ωα

= 0. (61)

So we can use dynamical programming to solve
∂Rt

i/∂ωα at each time step, and then calculate the
derivatives ofℓ(ωα), Eq. (55).

Algorithm 8 shows the pseudo code of the learn-
ing reward/penalty parametersωα whereR

t
i indicates

∂Rt
i/∂ωα. There are four loop in the algorithm, and

then the complexity of this gradient algorithm is
O(IKT |A|), where|A| is the number of actors,T is
the number of time steps,I is the number of iterations
during the gradient learning process, andK is the num-
ber ofωα.
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Algorithm 8 : The algorithm for learning re-
ward/penalty parametersωα

Input : The set of social groups at each time
step,D = {Dt}

T+1
t=1

Output : The optimized value ofωα

repeat1

foreachωα do2

foreach time stept do3

foreach actor i do4

if t=0 then5

R
0
i = 06

else7

computeΦt−1 andΨt−1.8

R
t
i ←− Φt−1 × R

t−1
i + Ψt−1.9

compute∂eti/∂ωα based on Eq. (58).10

update∂ℓ(ωα)/∂ωα based on11

Eq. (56).
endif12

endfch13

endfch14

endfch15

foreachωα do16

updateωα according to∂ℓ(ωα)/∂ωα17

endfch18

until exceed threshold19

return ωα20

4. Prediction

Unlike in a traditional supervised learning task, where
the quality of the learner can be measured by its per-
formance on a test set, in our setting, the learned func-
tion is a stochastic process, and the test data are a re-
alization of the stochastic process. Specifically, assume
we have training dataDtrain = {Dt}

T+1
t=1 and test data

Dtest = {Dt}
T+K
t=T+2. We learn the parameters governing

the micro-laws usingDtrain, and use multi-step predic-
tion to test on the test data. Specifically, starting from
the social group structureDT+1 at timeT + 1, we pre-
dict the actions of the actors, i.e., the actor paths into the
furute. Based on these paths, we can construct the evolv-
ing social group structure and compare these predicted
groups with the observed groups on the test data using
some metric. We use the distribution of group sizes to
measure our performance. Specifically, letNpred

k (t) and
N true

k (t) be the number of groups of sizek at timet for
the predicted and true societies respectively. We report
our results using the squared error measure (normalized)
between the frequencies as well as the squared error dif-

ference between the probabilities,

Ef (t) =

√

√

√

√

√

∑

k

(

Npred
k (t)−N true

k (t)
)2

∑

k

(

N true
k (t)

)2 , (62)

Ep(t) =

√

√

√

√

∑

k

(

Npred
k (t)

Npred(t)
−
N true

k (t)

N true(t)

)2

, (63)

where Npred(t) =
∑

k N
pred
k (t) and N true(t) =

∑

k N
true
k (t). Ep measures the difference in the shape

of the histograms, whereasEf takes into account the
actual number of groups.

5. Experiments

In our model, there are a lot of parameters which can be
learned using the approach described in Section 3. Here,
we focus on following parameters: the actor’s types
(typei §2.1.1), the actor’s initial resources (E0

i ), avail-
able resources (Et

i §2.1.4), the society reward/penalty
parameters (θreward §2.2.3), and the probabilities of
communications (Pl §2.3). We show the results of learn-
ing from the synthetic data and also from real data, such
as Enron email and Movie newsgroups.

5.1. Results on synthetic data

To evaluate performance, we use an instance of the
model to generate synthetic data for training and testing.
Since we know the values of parameters in the model,
we can compare the true values with the learned values
to compute the accuracy. And from the synthetic data,
we are also able to collect the information about group
evolution which avoid the first two learning stages men-
tioned in Section 3.1 and 3.2. We simulate 50, 100, 150,
200 and 250 time steps of training data (averaged over
20 data sets) to test our learning algorithms.

5.1.1. Learning communication
probabilities

In this section, we show the learning results from the
first learning stage, described in§3.1. Here, we only
consider first level of friendship, and the communica-
tion probabilities areP0 = Pb andP1 = Pg. Fig. 6
shows the results of learning communication probabil-
ities. When the group structures are known, the algo-
rithm can learn thePb and Pg very well (dot lines).
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Meanwhile, as we apply the overlapping clustering al-
gorithms in Ref. 7 to get the group structures, the up-
per figure show the learnedPb’s are not influenced by
different Pg ’s. However, differentPb’s have an impact
on the learnedPg ’s (shown at the lower figure) because
some outsiders have been included in the same group.
The bottom line of learning communication probabili-
ties is finding the monotonic relationship; higher learned
Pg, higher truePg, as well asPb.
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Fig. 6. The accuracy of learning the communication probabilities

5.1.2. Learning actors’size-type

We evaluate the learning results on actors’size-type
from the following seven different algorithms (described
in §3.3.1):

• Learn: Use only maximum log-likelihood algorithm,
Algorithm 4, with true distributions of group size
preference.

• Cluster: For each actori, letsizei be the average size
of groups actori joined. We cluster{sizei}

|A|
i=1 into 3

groups using the standard 3-means algorithm,Algo-
rithm 5. This is a simple heuristic based on the obser-
vation thatTypeS like to join small groups,TypeL
large groups, andTypeM median groups.

• EM: With unknown distributions of group size pref-
erence, we use expectation-maximization (EM) algo-
rithm, Algorithm 6, to learn the actors’size-typeas
well as the distributions of group size preference.

• Optimal: The ground truth model. (For comparison
and only available on synthetic data.)

• Leader, Socialite, Follower: Benchmarks which as-
sign all actors’size-typetoTypeS, TypeM orTypeL,
respectively.

Each data set is created by randomly assigning
about 1/3 of the actors to eachsize-typeand simulat-
ing for 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 time steps. All other
parameters exceptsize-typeand distributions of group
size preference are held fixed. Table 2 shows the accu-
racies (%) ofLearn, Cluster andEM algorithms using
250 time steps of training data (averaged over 20 data
sets). The accuracies are (a) 61.64%, (b) 71.59%, and (c)
90.38%, and for comparison, the accuracy of randomly
assigning type is 33.33%, the accuracies ofLeader, So-
cialite, andFollower algorithms are 33.33%, and the ac-
curacy ofOptimal is 100%.

Table 2. Confusion matrix in learning size–
type using Cluster, EM and Learn algorithms.

(a)Cluster algorithm
Accuracy Learned Actors’ size-type
61.64% TypeS TypeM TypeL

True TypeS 68.25 66.75 2.4
Actors’ TypeM 0.75 88.5 119.25
size-type TypeL 0.0 2.65 151.45

(b) EM algorithm
Accuracy Learned Actors’ size-type
71.59% TypeS TypeM TypeL

True TypeS 126.05 11.24 0.11
Actors’ TypeM 46.55 125.2 36.75
size-type TypeL 3.47 43.93 106.7

(c) Learn algorithm
Accuracy Learned Actors’ size-type
90.38% TypeS TypeM TypeL

True TypeS 137.15 0.25 0.0
Actors’ TypeM 20.1 185.75 2.65
size-type TypeL 8.3 16.8 129

Fig. 7 shows the accuracies of three algorithms compar-
ing versus different time steps of training data set. We
can tell when the length of the time period of training
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data set increases, we obtain better results from all three
algorithms. The reason is that more data points we can
learn from, more accuracy of the results we can achieve.
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Fig. 7. The accuracy (%) of learningsize-typeusing algorithm
Learn, Cluster, andEM vs. different time steps of data set

The results tell that the accuracy forLearn algo-
rithm is the best because it uses the true distribution of
group size preference and only need to learn the actors’
size-type. The Cluster algorithm has the worst result,
and the reason is that it only considers the group size
preference and ignores the interactions between actors.
The EM algorithm learn actors’size-typealso the dis-
tribution of group size preference. Table 2 and Figure 7
show that theEM algorithm does improve the results
from theCluster algorithm. In the section 2.2, we know
which group is selected by an actor to apply and finally
join not only depends on the actor’ssize-typebut also
the actor’s ranks and qualification, the group’s qualifica-
tion, and the mechanism “join by reference”. The Clus-
ter algorithm is only based on the average size of groups
the actor joined which can be detected fromobservable
group structure. On the other hand, theLearn andEM
algorithms learn actors’hiddencurriculum based on the
interactions with other actors and the influences of the
environment, which cannot be observed from the data.

The multi-step predictive performance of the algo-
rithms on test data according to the metrics in Eq. (62)
and (63) is shown in Fig. 8. The figure clearly shows
thatLearn surpasses all the algorithms because the pre-
diction fromLearn is most close toOptimal (which is
unattainable in reality), and the worst cases areLeader
and Follower which assign all actors to leader or fol-
lower types.

5.1.3. Learning reward/penalty parameters

In the Agency and Structure table, there are 9 parame-
ters,θreward = {ωα|α = 1, 2, · · · , 9}. Here, we show
the results about learning reward/penalty parameter
from the synthetic data. From table 1, we know which
omega is used based onActnormative andActreal. In
the group evolution data, we can tell whichActreal an
actor performs based on the actor’s observable action –
join a group, leave a group, or do nothing. However,
there is no any information aboutActnormative from
training data set without knowing the actor’s available
resources,Rt

i. Therefore during the learning process, we
can only calculate theActnormative based on the prop-
erties of the current state.
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Fig. 9. The results of learning oneωα under different conditions

Fig. 9 shows the results about learning oneωα un-
der different conditions. In this training data set, the
values ofωα’s are between -2.0 and 2.0. The solid
line, Grid Search 1, indicates that we know the true
Actnormative and use grid search to computeℓ(ωα)
with different ωα; the dash line,Grid Search 2, indi-
cates that we don’t know the trueActnormative and only
compute whichActnormative should be based on the
current environment, and also do the grid search. The
line Grid Search 2has more unknown parameters than
the lineGrid Search 1has; therefore, the maximum of
ℓ(ωα) on line Grid Search 2is smaller than the one on
line Grid Search 1. In this experiment, the true value
of ωα = −1, and the pentagram marker (True Max1)
and the square marker (True Max2) indicate the points
with true ωα on the lineGrid Search 1and the line
Grid Search 2, respectively; they are around the max-
ima of the both lines. The circle marker (Learned Max1)
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Fig. 8. The predictive error for various algorithms to learntype.

and the diamond marker (Learned Max2) show the re-
sults about learningωα using the gradient learning al-
gorithm, described in§3.3.3. Both results show the gra-
dient learning algorithm can learn theωα very close to
the true values. The plus sign marker (Learned Max3)
present the result in learning all of those 9ωα’s together
without knowing the trueActnormative ’s. The ℓ(ωα)
of the marker (Learned Max3) is the smallest value
among 5 makers because other 4 markers (True Max1,
True Max2, Learned Max1, Learned Max2) have only
one unknownωα, but for the marker (Learned Max3),
none of 9ωα’s is known; however, the learningωα is
still very close to trueωα.

We simulate 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 time steps
of training data (averaged over 3 data sets). All other pa-
rameters except the reward/penalty parameters (ωα) and
initial resources (R0

i ) were held fixed. Table 3 shows the
mean and standard deviation about the differences be-
tween the learnedωα’s and trueωα’s.

Table 3. The mean and standard de-
viation (S.D.) about the differences be-
tween the learnedωα’s and true ωα’s

ω1 ω4 ω7

Mean -0.5417 0.0880 -0.0981
S.D. 0.1235 0.1405 0.2849

ω2 ω5 ω8

Mean -0.2173 -0.1113 0.0028
S.D. 0.1277 0.0490 0.1451

ω3 ω6 ω9

Mean 0.3643 -0.1127 0.1343
S.D. 0.2323 0.1349 0.1858

The most values of functionsPenaltyW () and
RewardW () used in Eq. (21) are between -2.0 and 2.0.
The absolute values of the mean of errors forω4,ω5, ω6,
ω7, ω8, andω9 are between 0.0028 to 0.1343 which are
between around 0.07% to 3.36% of the possible range.
The mean of errors forω1, ω2, andω3 are larger than
others because these three parameters are using when
Actnormative is Join a group, which means that an ac-
tor would like to join a group. However, under this con-
dition, there is a possibility that the group rejects the
actor’s application, and then we observe theActreal as
doing nothing. So, in this case, there are more noise in
the data set, and it can increase the error of learning.

5.2. Impact of learning on prediction

In the section 3, we have discussed the learning process
is time consuming; if in a community, there areN actors
andK groups, then, in each time step, there are2NK

possible states. If we have data forT time steps, the
complexity of finding the optimal path using dynamic
programming isO(T×22NK). Even though, we are able
to develop some approximate and efficient algorithms,
but when having this complexity, the learning process is
still very time consuming. Therefore, it is better to know
if the parameter has significantly improved the predic-
tive performance before the learning takes place.

From Fig. 8, it is clear that the types of actors signif-
icantly impact the predictive performance as compares
to other learning algorithms. While we could learn{Ei}
andθreward, perhaps it is not useful to learn them if they
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don’t significantly improve predictive performance. Fig-
ure 10 shows the impact of the optimal predictor (all pa-
rameters set to their true values) vs. choosing a random
θreward, and for various choices of{Ei} (every actor
assigned some fixedE according to max{Ei}, min{Ei}
or average{Ei}). We compute the average errors from
20 runs. As can be seen, the wrongθreward does signifi-
cantly affect the performance, but using the wrong{Ei}
does not (which results mixed with the optimal predic-
tor have the average error around 0.29 in (a) and 0.08 in
(b)) – which might be expected as the effects of initial
conditions should equilibrate out.

5.3. Results on real data

Our results on real data are based on communications
between actors without knowing the semantic contents
because it is difficult to collect data that includes the
group evolution and the content of the messages from
the real world. Hence, we use the multistage learning
process and algorithms in Section 3 to learn the param-
eters. The first stage, we need to use the algorithms in
the section 3.1 to obtain the group structures from com-
munication dynamics – using the overlapping clustering
algorithm7 to obtain the groups information in each time
step. Then, we apply the matching algorithm in the sec-
tion 3.2 to find out the group evolution. After having the
data about the group evolution, we apply the techniques
mentioned in Section 3.3 to learn the parameters.

5.3.1. Movie newsgroup.

We collected the communication data from a Movie
newsgroup, which includes 1528 active actors, and there
are total 103 time steps. In the first stage, we learn the
group structure and the communication probabilities.
The figures 11 shows the results of learning the com-
munication probabilities (Pg = P1 andPb = P0) at dif-
ferent time step. A comparison from both figures show
that people in the same group communicate more fre-
quently than people in the different group (Pb is much
smaller thanPg). In addition, from the upper figure, we
see two ranges of obvious activities - more active com-
munications (time step 0 to 60) and much reduced com-
munications (time step 60 to 103).
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Fig. 11. The results of learning the communication probabilities
on Movie newsgroups

In the second learning stage, we useAlgorithm 3in
Section 3.2 to obtain the group evolution, and then ap-
ply the learning algorithms,Cluster (Algorithm 5) and
EM (Algorithm 6) in Section 3.3 to learn the appropriate
values of actors’size-type. The table 4 shows the confu-
sion matrix about different classifications betweenEM
algorithm andCluster algorithms.

Table 4. The results of learning actors’size-typeon Movie
newsgroups.

(a)Cluster algorithm
Learned Actors’ size-type

TypeS TypeM TypeL

Number of Actor 822 550 156
Percentage 53.8% 36.0% 10.2%

(b) EM algorithm
Learned Actors’ size-type

TypeS TypeM TypeL

Number of Actor 532 368 628
Percentage 34.8% 24.1% 41.1%

Based onCluster algorithms, the majority of actors
areTypeS which only meant that they joined the small
groups – yet, this does not represent these actors’ prefer-
ences in group size. This result ofCluster algorithm in
which group size that actors joined proves to match the
finding that was done by hands in Butler’s social analy-
sis in the newsgroups data11. However, the result ofEM
algorithm shows that the number ofTypeL increases
30.9%, the number ofTypeS decreases 19%, and the
number ofTypeM decreases 11.9%.

According to the research data shown as above,
there is a significant difference between both results: in
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Fig. 10. Impact of using incorrectθreward and{Ei} on predictive error.

Butler’s finding (Cluster algorithm), it is easily for one
to locate which size of the groups an actor joined man-
ually but it is difficult for one to detect the actor’s actual
group size preferences,i.e., social interactions between
actors and groups can play an influential role in the ac-
tors’ decision making. By applyingEM algorithm ap-
proach, one can not only consider the observable groups
size that an actor joined but also the social interactions
between the actors,e.g., Join by reference, Qualification
of actors and groups, and so on. As can be seen from
above data, the approach in usingEM algorithm yields
similar result that shows the majority of actors would
more likely to read news (TypeL) than to post news
(TypeS) in a movie newsgroup community. Actors be-
longing toTypeM and TypeL are easily attracted by
TypeS to join small groups (observed actions). The rea-
son is that classes with a higher qualification (TypeS)
attracts the lower classes (TypeM andTypeL), while
it is less likely for classes with lower qualifications to
influence the classes with higher qualifications.

Next, we use the learning algorithm in section 3 to
learnωα’s. The table 5 shows the results about learn-
ing ωα’s on the Movie Newsgroups. The learning re-
sults show that the Movie Newsgroups data set has much
more friendly environment than the Enron email data
set. In the Movie Newsgroups, even though an individ-
ual is more likely to leave (Actnormative = Leave), the
community would still reward the individual (ωα > 0)
to encourage higher interaction rate regardless of their
final actions (Actreal).

Table 5. The results of learningωα’s on Movie newsgroups

“Structure”Actnormative

join stay leave

“Agency” join 0.11869 2.00142 2.00062
Actreal stay 0.00099 0.09080 1.38086

leave -0.06444 -0.017090 1.68060

5.3.2. Enron email.
Before using our approach to extra the information from
Enron email data set, we use the strategies in Ref. 31
to cleaning Enron email from November 13th, 1998 to
June 21st, 2002 and obtain the communication network
for 154 active actors. Table 6 shows the learning results
of EM andCluster algorithms.

Table 6. The results of learning actors’size-typeon Enron
email

(a)Cluster algorithm
Learned Actors’ Types

Leader Socialite Follower
Number of Actor 28 50 76

Percentage 18.2% 32.5% 49.3%

(b) EM algorithm
Learned Actors’ Types

Leader Socialite Follower
Number of Actor 24 62 68

Percentage 15.6% 40.2% 44.2%

The results fromEM algorithm andCluster algorithms
are very similar. The reason being that in a company,
an individual’s preference is usually masked because
the employees cannot change their “jobs” as freely as
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their responsibilities will change accordingly. Yet, in the
Movie Newsgroups, actors can change groups anytime
according to one’s desire. Therefore, the communica-
tions within Enron email network are based upon the
need of work, and employees (TypeM or TypeL) can-
not just join a group due to the attraction of the manager
(TypeS) of that group.

Table 7. The results of learningωα’s on Enron email

“Structure”Actnormative

join stay leave

“Agency” join -0.10073 0.71158 1.12028
Actreal stay -0.01653 0.24063 0.05618

leave 0.00787 -0.14780 -1.01433

The table 7 represents the results of learningωα’s from
Enron email data set, and it shows an interesting results.
In the Enron Email, loyalty to the environment seems to
be a major factor according to the end result - If both the
individual’s original intent was to leave (Actnormative =
Leave), and his final action also showed the individ-
ual has actually left the group (Actreal = Leave), this
individual will be penalized (ωα < 0). Yet, as for the
ones that might have showed an intent to leave but his /
her final action was to join the group instead, the result
showed that the individual was rewarded for not leaving.
Therefore, from the results, we can also suspect that ”re-
wardorpenalty” from the environment can influence the
final decisions (actual actions) of the individuals.

6. Conclusions

We have presented a parameterized agent-based hidden
Markov model for learning actors’ dynamics and the
micro-laws governing the society’s social group dynam-
ics. The benefits of the multistage learning process are to
extracting different information about the actor and the
society dynamics, to reduce the learning noise, and to
setup the checking point for evaluating the performance
of algorithms, at each learning stage. Our main contri-
butions are the application of efficient algorithms and
heuristics toward learning the parameters in the specific
application of modeling social groups and communica-
tions. Our results on synthetic data indicate that when
the model is well specified, the learning is accurate.
Since the model is sufficiently general and grounded in
social science theory, any given instance of the model
can be appropriate for a given society. Therefore, under
this stance, almost any general model of this form which
is founded in social science theory will yield outputs that
can serve as productive reference to one’s decision mak-
ing or stimulating triggers to new research studies.

Within our model, one of the interesting conclu-
sions from a social science point of view is the ability
to identify which parameters have a significant impact
on the future evolution of the society. In particular, the
initial resource allocation (a fixed intellectual resource
of the actor) does not seem to be a dominant factor, but
the actor’stypes, as well as the penalty/reward struc-
ture for the society have significant impact on the evo-
lution. These types of conclusions are exactly the types
of information a social scientist is trying to discern from
observable data. Our results are not completely surpris-
ing. A community which excessively penalizes traitors
(say by sever dismemberment), does necessarily see far
fewer changes in its social group structure than one that
doesn’t. Our observations indicate that learning effort
should be focused on certain parameters and perhaps not
as importantly on others, which can further enhance the
efficiency of the learning. Having determined what the
important parameters are, one can then go ahead and
learn their values for specific communities.
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